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Terri Petry, Publisher tubing with her Mom on Lake Martin in AL

A little boy came up to his mother in the kitchen one evening while she was fixing supper, and handed
her a piece of paper that he had been writing on. After his Mom dried her hands on an apron, she read
it, and this is what it said:
For cutting the grass: $5.00
For cleaning up my room this week: $1.00
For going to the store for you: $.50
Baby-sitting my kid brother while you went shopping: $.25
Taking out the garbage: $1.00
For getting a good report card: $5.00
For cleaning up and raking the yard: $2.00
Total owed: $14.75
Well, his mother looked at him standing there, and the boy could see the memories flashing through
her mind. She picked up the pen, turned over the paper he’d written on, and this is what she wrote:
For the nine months I carried you while you were growing inside me: No Charge
For all the nights that I’ve sat up with you, doctored and prayed for you: No Charge
For all the trying times, and all the tears that you’ve caused through the years: No Charge
For all the nights that were filled with dread, and for the worries I knew were ahead: No Charge
For the toys, food, clothes, and even wiping your nose: No Charge
Son, when you add it up, the cost of my love is: No Charge.
When the boy finished reading what his mother had written, there were big tears in his eyes, and he
looked straight at his mother and said, “Mom, I sure do love you.” And then he took the pen and in
great big letters he wrote: “PAID IN FULL”
A Mother’s Day Poem
MOTHER
~ Sarah Malin
Your arms were always open when I needed a hug.
Your heart understood when I needed a friend.
Your gentle eyes were stern when I needed a lesson.
Your strength and love has guided me and gave me wings to fly.
I recently attended a networking event at which I asked “Can I see a show of hands of how many people have a woman in their lifes.” A wife, a sister, a friend, a mother. And then I realized that everyone
has a Mom. The purpose for me asking was to express the value of representation in the South
Carolina Woman’s magazine. Women attribute to over 90% of all household purchases. Women are a
powerful consumer demographic and one that businesses should take very seriously. I love that picture of my Mom & I tubing on Lake Martin in Alabama. My mom is 70 something in that picture. She
is fearless. Her work ethic and zest for life are two of her many qualitites that I admire most.
Happy Mother’s Day to every Mom reading Transitions News magazine.
Terri
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May is Skin Cancer Prevention Month
HOW TO

SKIN CANCER

™

U S E T H I S I N F O R M AT I O N T O C H E C K Y O U R S K I N R E G U L A R LY

1 5
in

Americans will develop
skin cancer in their lifetime.

ANYONE

CAN GET SKIN CANCER,
REGARDLESS OF SKIN COLOR

THE ABCDEs OF MELANOMA

SKIN CANCER SELF-EXAMINATION

What to Look for:

How to Check Your Spots:

Melanoma is the deadliest form of skin
cancer. However, when detected early,
melanoma can be effectively treated. You
can identify the warning signs of melanoma
by looking for the following:

Checking your skin means taking note of all the spots on your
body, from moles to freckles to age spots. Skin cancer can
develop anywhere on the skin and is one of the few cancers
you can usually see on your skin. Ask someone for help when
checking your skin, especially in hard to see places.

C

D
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ASYMMET

R

A

One half is unlike the
other half.

1

Examine body front
and back in mirror,
then right and left sides,
arms raised.

2

Examine back of neck
and scalp with a hand
mirror. Part hair for a
closer look at your scalp.

3

Bend elbows, look
carefully at forearms,
back of upper arms,
and palms.

4

Check back and buttocks
with a hand mirror.

5

Finally, look at backs of
legs and feet, spaces
between toes, and soles.

BORDER
Irregular, scalloped or
poorly deﬁned border.

COLOR

Varied from one area to
another; shades of tan
and brown, black;
sometimes white, red
or blue.

DIAMETER
6mm

While melanomas are
usually greater than
6mm (the size of a pencil
eraser) when diagnosed,
they can be smaller.

EVOLVING
A mole or skin lesion that
looks different from the
rest or is changing in size,
shape or color.

Example:

If you ﬁnd any spots on your skin
that are different from others or
are changing, itching, or bleeding,
make an appointment to see a
board-certiﬁed dermatologist.

To learn more about skin cancer and find a FREE
skin cancer screening, visit SpotSkinCancer.org
WHEN CAUGHT EARLY, SKIN CANCER

IS HIGHLY TREATABLE
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Is Happiness a Choice?
By Kim Fowler, Fowler Life Coaching
Yes! Happiness is just a state of mind. What
you decide to focus on in your life is what will
determine how happy you will be. We have all
been happy and sad for one reason or another.
Being sad is not necessarily a bad thing. If you
don’t have bad times, how will you appreciate
the happy times? External circumstances can
sometimes affect our short-term happiness, but
not our long-term happiness.
Choosing to be happy doesn’t just happen
overnight. It takes effort, commitment and practice. It is a conscious effort to be happy. Some
people have to work harder on it than others in
order to be happy.
Being Grateful
Being grateful can help us be happier.
Focusing on the good things in our lives every
day can change the way we feel about our lives. Gratefulness has an impact
on our long-term happiness. Keeping a daily journal is a great way to
remind you that your life is filled with goodness, and you will be happier.
I recommend to my clients that they write in their journals every evening
before going to bed. Writing at bedtime will help them remember all of the
good things that happened to them that day. They are also reminded of all
the goodness in their lives right before they fall asleep. I think it is important
to have happy, good thoughts before falling asleep.
If you have never kept a gratitude journal, here are some steps to get you
started.

• Write down two successes you had that day. If you can’t think of two,
lower your expectations. Maybe just being on time for work that day is a
success for you. You don’t have to have a great big achievement every day.
• Write down three things that you are grateful to have in your life. If you
can’t think of three, then again, start small. Maybe you are grateful to have a
roof over your head, or to have your dog run to the door when you get
home.
• Write down anything you learned today. It doesn’t have to be significant.
Did something inspire you? Did you learn something about yourself?
• Write down a score for your day from -5 to 5. Watch how these scores
improve as you adjust your own mindset.
Many research studies have been conducted to determine what makes
people happy. Gallup Inc., conducted one of these studies. The study found,
that in order for us to achieve a certain level of happiness, we need to strive
for contentment in these areas: Career, Social, Financial, Physical and
Community. Sadly, the research indicated that only 7% of people do well in
all five areas.
How to Get Happier
Here are some steps you can take to be happier.
• Seek to have a balanced well-rounded
life. If you ignore any areas of your life, they
will spiral downward, and you will lose your
contentment in those areas. Pay attention to
all areas of your life. For example, don’t think
that having more money, and ignoring everything else in your life, will make you happier.
Striving on improving one area of your life
instead of overall well-being is an example of
a “quick-fix” mentality.
• Stop comparing yourself to others. Do
what brings you joy and happiness regardless
of what anyone else wants or accomplishes.
Be happy with your own accomplishments.
• Do things for others without a selfish motive. Doing things selflessly
for others can give you the confidence in your ability to make positive
changes in your own life. Try it.
• Don’t overthink situations. Unfortunately, it seems like women have a
harder time with this than men. Research has shown that women tend to
have more on their minds, and are more stressed out from thinking too
much about too many things. Make a decision or put the situation out of
your mind for the time being. Then, switch your thinking to more pleasant
thoughts.
• Become goal-oriented. People who are focused on goals tend to be happier than those who aren’t focused on goals. Goal-oriented people feel a
sense of achievement more often than those who aren’t committed to goals.
• Develop an amazing support system. Have a circle of family members,
friends, community associates who support you and connect with you.
• Schedule in “Me” time. Many of us get caught in the middle between
raising kids and caring for our parents. We do so much for others and forget
about the things that are important to us. Make sure you have some time in
your week to schedule something for yourself. You deserve it!
• Focus on the silver lining. No matter what the situation, you can usually find a silver lining somewhere. Many negative experiences can make us
change our priorities or re-focus our efforts on more positive stuff.
Kim Fowler teaches Workshops to help people start improving their lives.
To see a list of upcoming events, go to
http://www.fowlercoaching.com/wheres-kim/. You can also download her
free eBook, Design the Life You Were Meant to Have.
Kim Fowler, founder of Fowler Life Coaching (www.fowlercoaching.com), specializes in life coaching for those are ready to make big changes in their lives. She has
her training and certification from the Fowler Wainwright International Institute of
Professional Coaching and the International Association of Coaches. She holds her
Master ‘s of Business Administration from George Mason University, and lives in
Surfside Beach with her husband, Rich and their five cats.
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Strawberry Pudding Cake
2 1/2 cups Angel Food Cake
1 large box vanilla instant pudding
Milk for pudding
3 cups fresh strawberries, sliced
1 8-oz. container Cool Whip
Tear cake into little pieces and cover
bottom of 5 dessert dishes. Mix pudding according to directions on box;
pour over cake. Spread fresh strawberries over pudding mixture. Top
with Cool Whip. Refrigerate if not
served immediately. NOTE: A 7 x 9
inch dish may be used instead of the
dessert dishes.
Strawberry Sundae Salad
1 pint strawberries, rinsed, hulled &
sliced
1/4 cup fresh orange juice, divided
1 Tablespoon sugar
1 lb. (2 cups) cottage cheese
1 teaspoon grated fresh orange peel
1/2 cup granola cereal
Salad greens
Combine in electric blender container 1 cup sliced strawberries, 2
Tablespoons orange juice and sugar.
Cover and process until pureed. Mix
cottage cheese with remaining 2
Tablespoons orange juice, orange peel
and granola cereal. Arrange salad
greens on 4 individual serving plates,
topping each with 1/2 cup cottage
cheese mixture and remaining sliced
strawberries. Serve with pureed
strawberry sauce and sprinkle with
additional granola cereal, if desired.
Yield: 4 servings.
Fresh Strawberry Sauce
1 pint fresh strawberries, hulled
1/3 cup sugar
1 teaspoon fresh lemon or lime juice
1/4 teaspoon vanilla extract
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It’s Strawberry Time
In a food processor, combine strawberries, sugar, lemon or lime juice
and vanilla. Puree, then chill. Serve
sauce over custard, ice cream or
pound cake. Yield: 2 cups.
Strawberry Cream Pie
1 package (4-serving
size) vanilla instant
pudding and pie filling
1 cup sour cream
1/4 cup milk
2 teaspoons grated orange rind
2 cups frozen
whipped topping,
thawed (plus extra for garnish, if
desired) (1 8-ounce container equals 3
1/2 cups)
1 prepared 9-inch graham cracker pie
crust
2 cups fresh strawberries, hulled,
rinsed and patted dry
In a large bowl, combine the vanilla
pudding mix, sour cream, milk, and
orange rind. Add the whipped topping and beat with a wire whisk for 1
minute or until well blended. Spoon
half the mixture into the pie crust.
Press the strawberries, stem-side
down, into the mixture, then top with
the remaining mixture. Freeze the pie
for about 1 hour or refrigerate for 3
hours before serving. Garnish with
additional whipped topping and/or
strawberries. Yield: 6 to 8

Strawberry Cream Cheese Delight
2 (8-ounce) packages cream cheese,
softened
1/2 to 3/4 cup sugar - depending on
sweetness of berries
3 cups sliced strawberries
1 cup whipping cream,
whipped
Beat cream cheese and
sugar with mixer
until light and
fluffy. Fold in
strawberries and
whipped cream.
Turn into 5-6 cup
mold. Freeze at least
8 hours. Let stand at room
temperature 30 minutes; unmold.
Garnish with mint or strawberries.
Yield: 10 (1/2-cup) servings
Fresh Strawberry Pie
1 quart strawberries
1 cup sugar
2 1/2 or 3 tbsp. cornstarch
2 tbsp. lemon juice
1 baked pie shell
1/2 pint whipping cream (optional)
red food coloring (optional)
Wash berries and hull. Put one half of
berries in sauce pan and crush. Mix
sugar and cornstarch; add to crushed
berries along with lemon juice. Cook
on medium heat until mixture thickens. Cool. Cut remaining berries into
halves and mix with the cooked mixture. Add a few drops of red food
coloring to the cooked mixture before
adding the uncooked berries. Pour

mixture into baked pie shell. Chill
before serving. Serve topped with
whipped cream.
Creamy Fruit Dip
2 cups milk
1 (3 3/4 oz.) package instant vanilla
pudding
2 cups non-dairy whipped topping
Fresh Strawberries
Combine milk and pudding according to package directions. Fold in
whipped topping. Chill thoroughly,
and serve with fresh strawberries.
Yield: 4 cups of dip.
Strawberry Towers
1 box of a prepared and folded pastry
for a 9-inch double crusted pie
1 quart strawberries
1/3 cup sugar
1-2 cups non dairy whipped topping
With a 3 inch round scalloped cookie cutter, cut out 18 pastry rounds.
Place on ungreased baking sheet and
prick with a fork. Bake the rounds in
a 425 degree oven for 15 minutes ( or
until lightly browned. Remove from
baking sheet and cool. Wash strawberries. Reserve 6 berries for garnish.
Hull remaining berries and slice.
Place in a mixing bowl and sprinkle
with 1/3 cup sugar. Let berries stand
for 20 minutes. About an hour before
serving time, make strawberry towers by alternating pastry rounds and
sweetened sliced strawberries to
make 6 towers with 3 pastry rounds
each, finishing with strawberries on
top. Refrigerate for about 1 hour. Just
before serving, top strawberry towers
with whipped topping and garnish
with reserved whole berries.
Makes 6 servings.
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An Abbreviated Probate Administration:
Affidavit Of Collection Of Personal Property
By Deirdre W. Edmonds, Attorney at Law

Sometimes people die owning
very little property. They don’t
own a home or any other real property. Maybe they just have a small
checking account at their local
bank or maybe a savings account.
Maybe all they have is a final paycheck from their employer or
they’re due a capital credits check
from their local telephone or electric cooperative.
Often, these are people who died
too young with little time to accumulate any amount of wealth.
Other times they’re an elderly person living in a nursing home who
has disposed of all of their assets
and are receiving governmental
benefits to help pay for their care.
Or they might be a person of modest or moderate means who
planned well so that most or all of
their property passes outside probate except for one or two unexpected items that must be probated
after their death. Our state’s probate laws make it relatively easy
for the family of these deceased
persons to acquire and obtain their
property after their death.
Technically, the process is a type of
probate administration but it’s the
simplest and quickest available if
you qualify.
The South Carolina Probate

Code allows a deceased person’s
family to collect and receive up to
$25,000 in property on behalf of the
deceased person and distribute it to
those persons, usually family members, entitled to such property. The
collection and receipt of the
deceased person’s property can be
accomplished very simply without
having to go through a full probate
administration and without the
necessity of having a personal representative appointed to collect,
handle and ultimately retitle such
property.
This small probate administration procedure allows a family
member to file a single form in the
probate court, called an “Affidavit
for Collection of Personal Property
Pursuant to Small Estate
Procedure,” and through the filing
of the Affidavit for Collection,
obtain an order from the probate
court directing the deceased person’s property to be turned over,
transferred and/or retitled to the
deceased’s heirs or to the persons
entitled to receive the property
under the deceased’s last will and
testament (which must also be filed
with the probate court).
The Affidavit for Collection of
Personal Property can be used
under the following conditions:
(1)If the total value of the
deceased person’s “probate property” (determined after deducting
any liens and encumbrances) does
not exceed $25,000 and does not
include any real estate;
(2)Thirty (30) days have passed
since the person’s death;
(3)No personal representative
has previously been appointed by
the probate court (and no application or petition for appointment of
a personal representative is pend-

ing in any court); and
(4)The Affidavit for Collection is
filed and sworn to by or on behalf
of a person who is entitled to the
property of the deceased person
(such as an heir at law or devisee
under the deceased’s will and, if
there is a will, it also must be filed
with the probate court).

Affidavit for Collection of Personal
Property procedure. This procedure
can be used to obtain the deceased
person’s bank account balance,
final paycheck, refunds due the
deceased person, investment
account balances, and other types
of intangible personal property or
monies due or payable to the

If all of these conditions are met,
those persons entitled to the
deceased person’s property under
their last will and testament (or if
such person died without a Will, by
our inheritance laws) may collect
and divide the deceased person’s
probate property by using the

deceased person. In addition, this
Affidavit procedure can be used to
change the registered ownership of
any security on the books of a corporation. It may also be used to
retitle an automobile, motorcycle or
boat with the appropriate governmental agency.
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In addition, the Affidavit procedure can now be used to allow anyone
who has paid reasonable funeral expenses for the deceased to be reimbursed through the deceased’s property before the heirs or devisees
receive any property under the Affidavit. This is a new addition under our
code that became effective in 2014, and it allows those who step up to help
pay for a person’s funeral expenses to seek reimbursement under circumstances that were not previously available.
The Affidavit for Collection of Personal Property procedure allows families to avoid what may be a more complicated, lengthy probate administration that is often required after a person dies. It is an invaluable method
of collecting small amounts of personal property owned by a deceased
person (now up to $25,000 in value) and it can usually be accomplished
very quickly with little paperwork and expense. I encourage anyone who
can to take advantage of this Affidavit for Collection of Personal Property
procedure to do so. It’s simple, inexpensive, and quick, and it may be all
that you need in order to properly collect and obtain your loved one’s
property after their death.
(The information provided in this article is for informational purposes
only and is of a general nature. The information should not be construed
as legal advice. If you have any questions about the subject matter of this
article or related matters, you should consult with a professional advisor
for advice. Deirdre W. Edmonds previously served for twelve years as
Horry County Probate Judge and is currently the owner of The Law Office
of Deirdre W. Edmonds, PA, located at 1500 Highway 17 North, The
Courtyard, Suite 213, Surfside Beach, SC 29575. The Law Office of Deirdre
W. Edmonds, PA focuses on estate planning, probate administration, probate and trust litigation, disability planning and elder law. Contact
Deirdre W. Edmonds via Telephone: (843) 232-0654; Website: www.dedmondslaw.com; and Email: dedmonds@dedmondslaw.com.)

Law Office of
Deirdre W. Edmonds, PA
Estate Planning, Probate & Elder Law Attorney
Former Horry County Probate Judge, for 12 years.
Licensed attorney for over 28 years.
Member, National Academy of Elder Law Attorneys
(NAELA) for more than 20 years.

• Wills, Trusts & Powers of Attorney
• Probate, Guardianships &
Conservatorships
• Trust and Estate Litigation
• Elder Law
• Special Needs Trusts
• Disability Planning

NEW BOARD
CERTIFICATION
DEMONSTRATING HIS COMMITMENT
to the treatment of venous disease,
Dr. Karl Hubach is the only physician in our
area Board Certified in American Board of
Venous and Lymphatic Medicine
Diplomate and one of only 248 in the country.
• Specializing in treatment of Varicose & Spider Veins.
• Most services are covered by insurance.
• All evaluations and treatments are done by
Dr. Hubach in the comfort of the office.
• Also offering skin care treatment for rosacea, acne, age spots,
spider veins, sun damage, and fine wrinkles.

1500 Highway 17 N, The Courtyard Suite 213
Surfside Beach, SC 29575

Karl Hubach MD, FACPh, RVT, RPhS

843-232-0654

4545 Hwy. 17 Bypass Suite A • Murrells Inlet, SC

www.dedmondslaw.com

American Board of Venous and Lymphatic Medicine Diplomate

843-652-5344 (LEGG) FAX: 843-652-0067
www.inletveinspecialists.com
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But My
Last
Dentist
Said...
By Jeffrey W. Horowitz, DMD, FAGD
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Have you
ever become
concerned
with a difference in opinion from two
dentists? If so,
rest assured
you are not
alone. In fact,
if the same
patient
walked in to three different dental
offices for a comprehensive exam,
they would likely receive three
assessments that varied to some
degree. While large cavities, infections and gum disease would probably be noted by all, there would perhaps be some discrepancy with
regard to smaller cavities, earlier
stages of gum disease and recommended treatment. What I hope to
accomplish with this article is to
explain the factors that influence a
dentist’s diagnosis and treatment
(It’s not what you think), why differences of opinion occur, and the
importance of trust within the doctor/patient relationship.
So what are the factors that influence the diagnosis? The first consideration has to be the dentist’s education. Not just what year and what
dental school, but what did that dentist do for continuing education after
school. For example, prior to the
1980s dentists were not exposed to
light-cured composite (tooth colored
filling) materials. They didn’t exist
yet. They also did not have the benefit of research and medicines for
early, conservative, non-surgical
gum therapy. Does this make an
older dentist a bad choice?
Absolutely not! It just means that
you should know that your dentist
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makes an effort to keep up with current research and techniques through
continuing education. Let’s assume
you have made a visit to the dentist
for your regular check-up, and while
the dentist is poking around with his
explorer he or she finds a tiny sticky
spot on the chewing surface of your
molar. A dentist who is not well educated in the more modern bonding
techniques might decide to “keep an
eye on it for a while.” Why? Silver
fillings need bulk to be strong
enough to support biting. Dentists
have always hated removing healthy
enamel and in this case, an amalgam
(silver filling) dentist would have
been forced to remove healthy tooth
structure in order to create a strong
filling. Since composite bonds to the
tooth, it does not need to be as thick
for strength. In this same situation, a
dentist well versed in composite
bonding would probably recommend restoring the tooth, removing
only diseased enamel while protecting the tooth from additional damage. My point is not to argue about
materials, but to mention that where
most patients would perceive the
first dentist as honest and conservative and the second as greedy and
aggressive, the fact is that both dentists had the patient’s best interest at
heart. In fact, one could argue that
the second dentist was indeed more
conservative.
With the vast array of continuing
education opportunities, many general dentists have been able to hone
their skills and knowledge in some
specialized areas of dentistry. From
the study of Orthodontics (tooth
movement) to occlusion (biting and
chewing), TMJ disorders, Aesthetics,
Endodontics (root canals) and
Periodontics (gum care), dentists
have had the ability to develop their
own opinions and practice philosophies based on their education. With
this additional knowledge comes the
ability to offer more answers for
more complex problems, and sometimes new answers to old problems.
So it is possible, and even likely that
the same dentist may change his
opinion on a given issue from year
to year.
Technology also plays a large role
in diagnostic abilities and treatment
recommendations. Dentists cannot
diagnose what they can’t see.
Without high quality x-rays, dentists
are not able to diagnose early cavities between the teeth. This explains
why sometimes a visit to a new dentist reveals new cavities, particularly
if the previous dentist had not taken
x-rays recently. New digital radiog-

raphy allows dentists to adjust the
quality of the x-ray images to have a
better chance of detecting problems.
Likewise, laser cavity detectors have
helped dentists increase their early
cavity detection rate from around 70
percent accuracy to over 90 percent.
These technologies can be both a
blessing and a curse for a dentist
seeing a new patient; A blessing
because we have the ability to detect
and treat tooth decay in its earliest
stages while conserving healthy
tooth structure, but yet a curse, as
any discrepancy from what their last
dentist told them can lead to mistrust or skepticism.
Many new choices in treatment
have been provided with advances
dental technology. Single appointment ceramic inlays and onlays have
given us a long lasting proven alternative to silver and composite filling
material. It is more expensive at first
but the difference is made up in the
longevity of the restoration. Is it right
for every tooth? Probably not, but it is
a good choice for many. A choice
means that the patient is actively
involved in the decision making
process. In order to make a choice,
the patient must ask questions and
receive answers. Answers lead to
knowledge, and knowledge leads to
the power of being able to make an
informed decision.
We are very fortunate to be living
in an era of medical and dental renaissance. With change, differences of
opinion are bound to arise. The key
is that you as the patient feel comfortable that all of the options are
given to you. Don’t be afraid to ask
questions, and don’t be afraid to ask
your dentist what he or she would
want done if they had the same
problem. While every dentist may
not agree on every issue, the overwhelming majority want what is best
for your dental and over-all health.
Dr Horowitz is a 1991 graduate of The
Medical University of South Carolina,
College of Dental Medicine and completed a General practice residency at the
Mountainside Hospital In Montclair, N.J.
He is a Fellow of the Academy of General
Dentistry as well as a member of the
American Academy of Cosmetic
Dentistry, the American Orthodontic
Society, The American Dental
Association, The Dental Organization for
Conscious Sedation, and The American
Academy of Dental Sleep Medicine. He is
the founder of, and practices at the
Carolina Center for Advanced Dentistry
at 1515 9th Ave., Conway, S.C. He can
be contacted at (843) 248-3843 or via the
practice website. www.carolinacosmeticdental.com
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Kybella
Submitted by Dr. James E. Turek,
Medical Director, DermaVogue
What is Kybella? (deoxycholic acid)
Kybella is the first FDA approved injectable treatment that contours and improves the appearance of
fullness in the chin, sometimes referred as “double
chin”. Kybella is a manmade form of a substance
your body makes that helps to absorb fat.
Deoxycholic acid works by destroying fat cells when
it is injected into the body. Many patients that were
treated with Kybella experienced visible contouring
of their chin within 2 to 4 treatments. Each treatment
should be scheduled no less than 1 month apart.
Is Kybella right for me?
Kybella may be right for you if:
• You are bothered by fullness in your chin
• You feel the condition makes you look older or heavier than you actually are
• You eat well and exercise, but submental fullness does not go away
• Surgery is not an option for you
How does Kybella work?
• Kybella is given in a 15-20 minute in-office treatment. You will be given
a series of injections into the fat under your chin during each session.
• Kybella is injected by the doctor directly into the area beneath your
chin.
• Kybella is administered as a series of injection sessions. Most people
need 2-4 treatment sessions to meet the desired result.
• Some clients may experience mild discomfort during the treatment, the
area is numbed prior to the Kybella injections.
• The right number of Kybella injections and sessions will be determined
by your doctor, depending on the result you want.
Is There Downtime?
For most patients, downtown was minimal and occurred most commonly
after the first treatment session.
Important information
Follow all directions on Kybella
label and package. Tell each of your
doctor about all your medical conditions, and all medicines you use.
You should not use Kybella if you
are allergic to deoxycholic acid, or if
you have an in infection in or
around your neck or chin area.
To make sure Kybella is safe for you,
tell your doctor if you have:
• trouble swallowing
• prior surgery or other cosmetic
treatments on your neck, chin, or
face area
• a thyroid condition
• swollen lymph glands in your
neck
Actual client of DermaVogue,
• blood clot disorder
Lisa W. after just one treatment.
It is not known whether Kybella will Before and After (from top to bottom)
harm an unborn baby. Tell your doctor if you are pregnant or plan to
become pregnant or if you are breastfeeding.
Kybella is not approved for use by anyone younger than 18 years old.
What other drugs will affect Kybella?
Always discuss with your doctor all current medicines that you are taking, especially if you are taking a blood thinner or other medication for
blood clots.
DermaVogue now offers Kybella in our Garden City office. We would
love to talk to you in person and recommend the treatment protocol that
would meet your desired results. Please phone us at (843) 357-2444 or
email us at dermavoguegc@gmail.com for answers to your questions or to
schedule a free consultation.
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Empowering
Female Clients
Here at Northstar Financial, I encourage women to take charge of their
finances. While women sometimes take an interest in portfolio management, I
often find that men are more apt to drive the process. Women who are less
familiar with financial matters, from single professionals to divorcees to widows, may lean more on their financial advisor.
To empower female clients, Northstar takes steps to educate and encourage.
Northstar offers a menu of choices, including pros and cons of various
options. I encourage women to ask questions and make their own decisions.
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Women are taking an increasingly active role in determining how their families save, spend, invest and plan for the future. In addition, most women will
spend at least part of their lives on their own as sole earners, after divorce and
as widows taking full responsibility for their finances.
Newly divorced women face a myriad of financial challenges. They may
need help with money issues for the first time. They have concerns that may
lack grounding in investment products and worry about cash flow and will
they have enough to live on. Women welcome the chance to open up to an
advisor who’s able to listen. They want to be heard and understood. They
want to feel comfortable asking questions. Money decisions are emotional
decisions and making good money decisions requires emotional clarity. I
work with them to make smart decisions and to educate them so they won’t
be taken advantage of going forward,
By educating my clients and setting aside their emotions in favor of digesting facts and engaging in a clear analysis of their saving and spending habits
and their personal goals, they are well positioned to take charge of their financial future.
Your financial security is
dependent on your attitudes and beliefs about
money and your willingness to take your financial
future into your own
hands. We can help you
overcome financial roadblocks. We are NorthStar
Financial. The Right
Company that facilitates
The Right Plan. Resulting, in becoming The Right Person.
Consider setting a new direction in your life and contact
Northstar Financial at (843)-448-7305 or go to
www.northstarnavigator.com
to secure a confident Retirement future tomorrow.
You will be thankful you did!
Patrick Munro
Northstar Financial Advisors
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Antibiotic Associated Diarrhea/Colitis
BY John Edmison, M.D.

Antibiotic associated diarrhea
usually occurs when people are
exposed to antibiotics. The exposure to antibiotics can be up to several months before the development of symptoms. Some people
can develop the disorder without
antibiotic exposure. Typical symptoms usually include watery diarrhea and occasionally some abdominal cramping. Most often this type
of diarrhea is caused by a bacterial
infection called Clostridium
Difficile or C Diff for short. The
bacteria produces toxins that may
disturb and or injure the lining of
the large bowel. This injury may be
without symptoms, mild symptoms
causing diarrhea or severe symptoms causing fever, severe abdominal pain and diarrhea that might be
bloody. If there is significant injury
to the large bowel wall lining this
condition is called Antibiotic
Associated Colitis.
A simple stool test to identify the
bacterial toxins is readily available

and often confirms the diagnosis in the appropriate clinical setting. Stool cultures to exclude
other bacteria
may also be
ordered by your
physician.
Treatment may be
as simple as keeping well hydrated
with liquids. A
liquid diet for 24
to 48 hours helps
rest the gastrointestinal tract and
prevents dehydration. Your physician may also choose to discontinue
your antibiotic. Sometimes a probiotic is recommended to help replenish the so called “good bacteria”.
If symptoms do not resolve or
worsen (fever, nausea, vomiting,
abdominal pain, severe diarrhea)
your physician may prescribe a dif-

ferent antibiotic to
help your body
fight the C Diff
bacteria.
Metronidazole,
Vancomycin or
Fidamoxicin have
been used to treat
C Diff. Sometimes
admission to hospital is warranted
for intravenous
hydration.
Unfortunately
even with treatment sometimes
the C Diff infection returns
requiring another round of treatment.
To help reduce your chances of
catching or spreading the C Diff
bacteria WASH your hands well
and frequently. Soap and water
work best. Alcohol based hand rubs
may not work in killing the bacte-

ria. Other risk factors include gastric acid inhibition (ie use of medications such as Prilosec/omeprazole) and hospitalization.
Call your Doctor is you have
questions regarding the possibility
of C Diff infection.
If you have symptoms and would
like to be seen by a
Gastroenterologists, please contact
our office, Strand GI Associates for
an appointment. We have five
board-certified Gastroenterologists:
Dr. Gary Vukov, Dr. Timothy
Cornnell, FASGE, AGAF,
Dr. Andrew Pearson, Dr. Kathleen
Raynor and Dr. John Edmison.
We are located at 945 82nd
Parkway, Suite 3A, Myrtle Beach,
SC 29575, telephone number is
843-449-3381. Surgical procedures
are performed at our Ambulatory
Surgery Center, Strand
Gastrointestinal Endoscopy, Inc.
You may also visit us at
www.strandgastro.com.

May is National Stroke
Awareness
Signs & Symptomsof a possible
STROKE in Women
• Sudden numbness/weakness of the face, arm, leg,
(especially on one side of the body)
• Sudden confusion or trouble speaking
• Sudden blurred vision in one or both eyes
• Sudden trouble walking, dizziness, loss of balance
and coordination
• Sudden severe headaches
If you experience these symptoms or a combination of these symptoms, you should see your physician immediately. Strokes come on suddenly and
most often stroke victims have no warning.
Sometimes patients have mini-strokes (experience
one of these symptoms and it passes within a short
period of time, so they ignore it.) prior to a massive
stroke. The patient is not the one to make the determination, See your doctor!

Medical Skin Rejuvenation
w w w. d e r m a vog u e . n e t

Call 843-357-2444
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The Greatest Gift You Can Give Your
Family - Your Prearrangement
By Carole Bowdre
Co Owner Myrtle Beach Funeral Home
By planning
ahead and
communicating
treatment
and endof-life
choices,
you can
prevent
arguments
between your loved ones and spare
them the anxiety of having to guess
your wishes. Leave them the greatest gift-ADVANCED DIRECTIVES.
To record your medical preferences, you will need to complete
written documents. There are two
types of advance directives, and it
is important to have both.
A living well allows you to document your wishes concerning med-

ical treatments at the end of life. It
tells medical professionals a person’s wishes regarding specific
decisions, such as whether to accept
mechanical ventilation. Before your
living will can guide medical decision- making, two physicians must
certify:
• You are not capable of making
medical decisions,
• You are in the medical condition specified in the state’s living
will law (such as “terminal illness”
or “permanent unconsciousness”),
• Other requirements may also
apply, depending upon the state.
A medical power of attorney (or
healthcare proxy) allows you to
appoint someone you trust as your
healthcare agent or surrogate decision maker, who can make medical
decisions on your behalf. The
healthcare agent only makes decisions when the patient cannot com-

municate on his or her own. This
document is different from the regular durable power of attorney,
which typically covers only financial matters.
Before a medical power of attorney is effective, a person’s physician must confirm that the patient
is unable to make their own medical decisions. In addition:
• If the patient regains the ability
to make their own decisions, the
agent cannot continue to act on the
person’s behalf.
• Many states have additional
requirements that apply only to
decisions about life-sustaining medical treatments. For example, before
your agent can refuse a life-sustaining treatment on your behalf, a second physician may have to confirm
your doctor’s assessment.
Many states combine the two
forms as one document, which

combines one’s treatment preferences and names a healthcare advocate.
In addition to recording your
wishes in an advanced directive,
you should discuss your values and
personal preferences with your
healthcare power of attorney, as
well. While decisions about medical
treatment often take center stage,
there are other important things
that are important at end- of- life.
As the end draws near, some people find comfort in listening to
music or having their favorite
poems read. Others want family
and friends to be by their side or to
pray for them.
You do not need to work with an
attorney to create your advance
directives, but many states require
the documents to be signed in the
presence of more than one witness.
Once you have completed your
advanced directives, be sure to give
your healthcare power of attorney a
copy. Also, give your physician a
copy to be placed in your medical
record file. If your physician seems
uncomfortable in following your
wishes, you may want to consider
changing health care providers.
Planning for end-of-life without
knowing what issues may arise is
not easy, but it is the greatest gift
you can give your family members.

Honoring Those Who Serve on Memorial Day
The staff at
Myrtle Beach Funeral Home
wish you a safe and
Happy Memorial Day.
Known For Excellence • Trusted For Value
Family Owned and Operated
Onsite Crematory • Shipping Services
Honor All Preneed Transfers

4505 Highway 17 Bypass South
Myrtle Beach, SC 29577

843.293.4505

MyrtleBeachFuneralHome.com
Affordable Funeral and Cremation Services
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May is
Better
Hearing
Month!
By Jennifer Reed
& Kayla Bracey

Better Hearing and Speech
Month (BHSM) was founded in
1927, by the American SpeechLanguage-Hearing Association
(ASHA).
The aim of BHSM is to raise
awareness about hearing and
speech problems, encouraging
people to analyze their own hearing and speech, and to take action
if they think there might be a
problem. Treatment can then be
given to improve the quality of
life in people with communication
problems.
On May 21, 1986, President
Ronald Reagan issued a formal
proclamation designating May as
the official month to “heighten public awareness” about hearing loss
and speech disorders.
His proclamation is as follows:
NOW, THEREFORE, I, RONALD
REAGAN, President of the United
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States of America, do hereby proclaim
the month of May as Better Hearing
and Speech Month, and I call upon the
people of the United States to observe
this month with appropriate ceremonies
and activities. (Proclamation 5486,
May 21, 1986).
Ronald Reagan is one among
many famous people with hearing
loss. Another is Helen Keller. In fact,
Helen Keller once said that of all her
sensory deprivations, she most
missed her ability to hear. She noted
that while blindness kept her separate from things, hearing loss separated her from people, and human
connections.
Did you know:
About 34 million Americans have
hearing loss – that is 11% of the
population. Further, the number of
Americans with hearing loss has
doubled over the past 30 years as
younger people experience hearing
loss due to noise exposure, and, as
Baby Boomers age. Recent studies
show that neglecting hearing loss
can accelerate its progression; while
correcting hearing loss with hearing
aids can keep hearing impairment
from getting worse.
It’s time to have your hearing
checked!
Over the years, Better Hearing
Month has successfully convinced
many people to have their hearing
tested! Hearing aids help over 90%
of hearing losses, and, first-time
hearing aid wearers report satisfaction ratings exceeding 90%. Hearing
aids can help you:
• Understand speech in both quiet
& noisy situations
• Fully enjoy phones, TVs, computers & stereos
• Hear sounds in the world
around you
• Remain safe & independent
• Feel less stress & fatigue due to
straining to hear
Call today for your free hearing
evaluation!
Hearing By Design 843-272-1486
802A 13th Ave South, North Myrtle
Beach, SC 29582

When your loved ones are faced with your death, they may be in shock,
in grief and will not be in the frame of mind to guess your wishes. Print
your wishes out for them, you and your family members will have peace
of mind knowing that your last wishes will be met.
The staff at Myrtle Beach Funeral Home and Crematory works every
day with families to advise them on end-of –life issues. Pre-planning your
funeral arrangements are an important end-of-life issue and the greatest
gift you can give to your family. Taking care of medical and final arrangements will give you peace and will allow your family members satisfaction that they granted you all your final wishes.
Please feel free to visit Myrtle Beach Funeral Home to discuss your
final desires. Call to make an appointment with one of the licensed
funeral directors, who will be more than happy to answer any questions
and assist you in planning your prearrangement. Myrtle Beach Funeral
Home and Crematory, 4505 Highway 17 Bypass South, Myrtle Beach, SC,
29577, 843.293.4505 www.MyrtleBeachFuneralHome.com
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MAY IS BETTTERR

HEARRING MONTHH!
Think You May Have
H
aring Los
A Hea
ss?
Find Out Toda
ay
With A FREE Hearing Consultation!

Now through May 31stt,
receive the following F
FREE:
• FREE hearing consultation
• FREE demonstration of our
latest hearing aid technology
• $500 OFF any set of new
Starkey hearing aids

Wa
anted!
10 peop
ple to try our new
wireless te
echnology in honor
of Bette
er Hearing Month
Expires: 05/31/2018

C ll NOW
Call
NOW!
W! (843) 272
2 1486
2-1486

Kayla Bracey Jennifer Reed
H
HAS-0487
HAS-0481

802A 13th Ave South • North Myrtle Beac
ch, SC 29582

(843) 272-1486
6
www.hearingbydesignnmb.c
com
© 2018 Starkey Inc. All Rights Reserved. 226676992-4/18
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For many people
spring and summer
mean one thing—time
to get off of the couch
and enjoy the sunshine. Many of us like
to spend that time
actively, whether hitting the beach for a
game of volleyball,
lacing up the running shoes for a jog, or cleats
for a game of softball. We love to humble ourselves on one of our many golf courses, or challenge a friend in a tennis match for bragging
rights. Whether it’s running a marathon, or just
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getting out for a walk, this inherent calling to get
outdoors also results in a predictable upswing in
sports injuries, often caused by doing too much,
too soon.
Stress fractures, shin splints, patellar and
Achilles tendonitis, ITB syndrome, and rotator
cuff tendonitis all seem to meteorically rise during the warmer months. These are common overuse injuries that tend to “pop-up” as we attempt
to feed our recreational hunger. Sprains and
strains of the ligaments and tendons of the ankle
and knee, wrist and elbow are also very common
sports injuries as we attempt to relive our youth
and leave it all out on the field.
Over-the-counter or a medically prescribed
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anti-inflammatory may help some conditions
while some, more involved, conditions may
occasionally need an injection such as cortisone
to effectively resolve. As with any treatment
there is a risk of adverse reactions and even rupture in some tendons. Other conditions may
respond to braces or straps to decrease tendon
load and allow the body to heal on its own.
Physical therapy may be ordered by your physician to assist the healing process for your return
to the court or streets. While strengthening and
stretching appropriately have their benefit and
can play a part in the healing process, the often
quoted mantra of “no pain, no gain” does not
always help with these conditions and can actu-
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ally worsen the condition if you play through the
pain. Stress fractures need rest, typically 6 weeks
to recover, possibly wearing a boot for protection. If not it could turn into a more serious issue
that requires surgery.
Tennis elbow is another common summer
injury. Patients feel pain on the outside of the
elbow, in the muscles that extend the wrist. The
counterpart to this is commonly referred to as
Golfer’s elbow and affects the muscles that flex
the wrist and is felt along the inside of the elbow.
These can plague those who participate in any of
the racket sports, golf and/or weight lifting. Both
conditions are the result of overuse and cumulative micro-trauma from repetitive wrist extension
and flexion with more forceful activities.
Shoulders suffer in the summer, too. People
are out throwing balls, both true athletes and
middle-aged dads playing with their kids.
Rotator cuff tendonitis and tears are common in
the warmer months. Tendonitis usually responds
well to anti-inflammatories and/or cortisone
injections and physical therapy, while tears are
usually treated by surgical repair.
Regardless of the injury, the best treatment is
prevention. You can reduce the frequency of
injuries by maintaining some degree of health
and gradually building yourself up to 100 per-
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cent over time. For example pitchers, both young
and old, should watch their pitch counts and let
their arms rest sufficiently between outings.
Fatigue leaves you more susceptible to lazy
mechanics and increased risk of injury whereas
hydration and good nutrition is key for performance and proper recovery from activities.
Runners should give their tissues enough time
to recover and closely monitor their shoes for
wear. Some experts recommend replacing shoes
two to four times per year (depending on factors
like mileage and surface), and complimenting
their regimen with running on soft surfaces
and/or cross-training with non-impact activities,
like the elliptical machine, biking and swimming.
To some degree, injuries are an unavoidable
byproduct of an active lifestyle, but the advantages of being healthy and active far outweigh
the risk and incidence of injury. The pull of outside sports in the spring and summer sun will
always draw a crowd, as it has for generations
before us and is likely to continue generations
beyond. We will continue to test our metal with
those around us even at the expense of nursing a
sore shoulder or knee for a few weeks thereafter.
Professional Rehabilitations Services will be there
to assist your recovery and get you back in the
game. Our therapist will assist you with injury
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prevention and efficient recovery so you can get
back out there and enjoy your summer!
At Professional Rehabilitation Services, we treat a
wide variety of musculoskeletal conditions using the latest in evidence based therapies provided by highly credentialed physical therapists. In addition to being
licensed physical therapists, our providers have additional specialty certifications and training in orthopedics, manual therapy, sports, strength and conditioning,
vestibular treatment, and dry needling. We are pleased
to announce Professional Rehabilitation Service now
offers providers certified in Active Release Techniques
for the lower extremity in Surfside Beach, Murrells
Inlet, Myrtle Beach and Little River offices. For further
information on this or other related topics you can contact Richard A. Owens, PT, MS, OCS, Cert.SMT, Cert
DN, CWcHP (Surfside/Murrells Inlet) (843) 831-0163,
Brian P. Kinmartin PT, DPT, MTC, STC, OCS, Cert.
DN, CWcHP (Pawleys Island/Murrells Inlet) (843)
235-0200, Richard DeFalco, DPT, OCS, Cert SMT,
Cert DN, CSCS, CWcHP (Myrtle Beach/Little River)
(843) 839-1300, Jill Phelan DPT, Cert. DN (Conway
and Little River) (843) 733- 3031. You can also visit
our website at www.prsrehabservices.com where you
can learn more about the company and even download a
referral form for your physician to fill out. You can
also call and schedule a free 15 minute consultation at any of our 6 offices!

Professional Rehabilitation Services, Inc.

Serving the
community
since 2004

The Outpatient Physical Therapy Specialists
Call for a FREE 15 minute consultation

NEW LITTLE RIVER LOCATION NOW OPEN

We specialize in treating,
Sports-related injuries, Orthopedic injuries, Neurological
problems, Balance problems,
Back & neck pain, Joint-related disorders,
Repetitive strain injuries,
Post-surgical recovery, Golf injuries

Are You Suffering from Pain
or an Injury?
Don’t let pain or injury
compromise your competitive edge.We
offer a full range of
physical therapy and
rehabilitation services to
get you back on track.

Located within the SC Pain & Spine Specialists building across from Thomas Supply

NOW OFFERING DRY NEEDLING FOR PAIN BY CREDENTIAL PROFESSIONALS

Pawleys Island
38 Business Center Dr.
Pawleys Island, SC 29585
(843) 235-0200

Murrells Inlet
4731 Hwy. 17 Bypass
Murrells Inlet, SC 29576
(843) 314-3224

Surfside Beach
3076 Dick Pond Road (Hwy 544)
Myrtle Beach, SC 29588
(843) 831-0163

Myrtle Beach

Conway

1301 48th Ave N, Suite D
(Intersection of Hwy. 17 Bypass & 48th Ave., N)
Myrtle Beach, SC 29577
(843) 839-1300

2676 Church St Unit D-2
(US-501)
Conway, SC 29526
(843) 733-3031

WWW.PRSREHABSERVICES.COM

NEW

Little River

111 Pavilion Drive
Suite 20
Little River, SC 29566
(843) 281-4222
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An Eclectic Mix of Upscale Southern Cooking
in Historic Conway

Rivertown Bistro, located
in historic downtown
Conway, is an eclectic mix of
upscale Southern Cooking
featuring fresh fish, high
grade beef, sushi and many
inventive dishes. It is
housed in a brick two-story
dining room with a relaxed
ambiance perfect for a special night out or when you
just want a great meal.
Owned by Chef Darren
Smith and his wife Cyndi,
the restaurant has flourished
because of his flair for taking every day dishes and
elevating them into something memorable.
Rivertown Bistro opened
on June 7, 1994 and quickly
gained a following for their
unique dishes and great
service. But late in the night
on January 30, 2008, a fire
caused the restaurant to
close for a little over a year. The community pulled
together to help the Smith’s and on February 9,
2009, the restaurant reopened. Because of their
popularity, in 2001 they expanded the restaurant
with a private dining and bar area.
Chef Smith, a graduate of Winthrop University,
was introduced to the culinary world from his
brother and enjoyed it ever since. He gained experience while working in and running several
restaurants in Charleston including Shem Creek
Bar & Grill, One Eyed Parrott and Locklears. He
met his future wife Cyndi in Charleston and they
moved to her hometown of Conway and opened
the restaurant when they were only 25. In 2005, the
family was blessed with the addition of Sophia

Claire, who was adopted from Guatemala.
So, I wanted to see for myself what all the fuss
was about and met with Smith to sample their
menu. When I arrived at 11:30 am, the doors were
about to open and there was already a line.
The inspiration for the restaurant was the desire
to open up a casual restaurant with delicious food
and an eclectic wine list. “We create the kind of
food that we like,” Smith said. “I cook the food
that I want to eat.”
The lunch menu consists of some tempting appetizers, killer salads, sushi, six choices of special
entrée platters, sandwiches and daily blue-plate
specials, which for a very reasonable price you get
a protein and two sides. The dinner menu is similar with 16 choices of specialties as well as small

plate specialties for $16.
My dining companion and I asked Smith
to bring us the most
popular items. We
started with the Low
Country spring rolls
that are similar to egg
rolls but have roasted
chicken, taso ham,
Monterey and jack
cheeses, Dijon mustard
and mayo all included
in a wrap and deep
fried and are a big
favorite. Smith also
brought us the most
popular sushi offering,
the Everything Roll
which is tuna, shrimp,
avocado, cucumber,
scallion and spicy crab
salad. Just give me a
glass of wine and those
two and I’m a happy
camper.
Smith also wanted us to sample one of his specialties and a blue-plate special. I had the Sesame
Seared Yellowfin Tuna with unbelievable wasabi
cauliflower puree and a few other goodies. I
would be happy with that tuna alone but the
extras on the plate make it truly memorable. My
dining partner ordered the Smothered Fried Pork
Chops which was the blue plate special of the day
and really enjoyed it.
“We have always tried to procure local ingredients, local farmers, fisherman, cheesemakers, beekeepers, just to name a few,” shared Smith. “We
change up our dishes seasonally and change our
menu two to three times a year. We love cooking
local seafood, any interesting game birds and
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preparing seasonal produce. We also have steaks
burgers and sushi.”
The Smiths want dining patrons to come in and
feel welcomed and appreciated, and when they
leave, feel satisfied. From the moment you are
greeted, the service and attention to detail will
ensure that.
They believe in giving back to the community
and have helped open and man The Shepherds Table
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(a 501© (3) in Conway that helps to feed the hungry), give to all local charities and churches, and
sponsor Freedom Readers to help stamp out child
illiteracy.
Rivertown Bistro, located at 1111 Third Avenue in
downtown Conway, is open for lunch Tuesday to
Saturday from 11:30 am – 2:00 pm and for dinner
Tuesday – Thursday from 5:00 pm to 9:30 pm.
They stay open until 10:00 on Friday and Saturday.
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They also feature Happy Hour in the bar area on
Tuesday – Saturday from 5:00 pm -7:00 pm and on
Saturday from 11:30 pm - 2:00 pm.
Check them out at www.RivertownBistro.com
and follow them on Facebook.
~Sherrie Glensky~
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MORE ON
Feline Interstitial Cystitis
Why Does My Cat Pee Outside It’s Litter Box?
By Kim Hurley, Owner of Cat’s Meow
Inappropriate urination, straining in the litter
box, blood tinged urine, loss of appetite, hiding.
You want to blame it on a bladder infection, but it
may not be. Sterile bladder inflammation, known
as Feline Interstitial Cystitis (FIC) is the single most
common cause of these urinary tract signs in cats.
Here are the top risk factors for cats to develop
Feline Interstitial Cystitis (FIC):
• Male cats
• Young, overweight, indoor-only cats
• Cats with nervous or anxious personalities
• Cats that eat a diet of dry food only or more
than 50% dry food. •
• Members of multi-cat households (due to the potential of other cats
aggression, especially around litter boxes).
Julie Fischer, DVM, DACVIM, of Veterinary Specialty Hospital San
Diego thinks it’s time to get a new program for cats with FIC. Until recent
years, cats with urinary tract signs were treated for bladder infections.
Many of you still think that if your cat does not receive an antibiotic, it has
not been treated properly. I promise, there is often no reason for antibiotics! I personally can attest to years of unnecessary antibiotic therapy
until my doctors realized it was simply inflammation in my bladder. FIC
cats almost always don’t have an infection either!
Dr. Fischer believes the bladder could be an innocent victim of stress
and an overly excitable nervous system. She has found that cats with FIC

Cat’s Meow
Veterinary Hospital

A Place Just for Cats …at Very Affordable Prices!

Cat’s Only Veterinary Care
MAY SPECIAL
All new clients receive a
free tube of flea control!
Digital X-Ray • In-House Diagnostic Blood Work
Medical & Surgical Care • Therapy Laser • Nutrition
Complete Wellness Care • Vaccines
Dental Care & Cleaning • Micro Chipping
LUXURY BOARDING SUITES & LOVING TOUCH GROOMING
4720 Hwy. 17 Bypass S. #B • Myrtle Beach, SC

843-839-1999

Visit us at catsmeowmyrtlebeach.com

have neurological characteristics that cause them to be flooded with stress
hormones. Interestingly, it seems that a large number of “cat parents” are
also going through a lot of stress! I was diagnosed with interstitial cystitis
years ago. I can totally relate to a FIC cat’s discomfort. What if we focus
our efforts on identifying and reducing our cat’s stress? Maybe then, we
will raise awareness of our own stress levels. Our cats can feel when we
are upset! Working on recognizing both can result in a better quality of life
for our cats and ourselves. Happy cat, happier you. Puurrfect Calm!
FIC cats have some differences in their bodies that are not noted in normal cats. They have larger sensory neurons in part of their spine. It is an
understatement to say that FIC cats are sensitive. These cats put out more
of a hormone secreted by one of the adrenal glands that has a main function to mobilize the brain and body for action. Stress hormones flood the
body of FIC cats. They have a very sensitive “acoustic” startle response
that is increased when they are stressed. These cats are in a constant,
hyper-excitable state of fight, flight or freeze. Worse than this, they also
feel pain more acutely than normal cats. Their pain transmission is actually enhanced!
Dr. Fischer also notes when it comes to the bladder itself, FIC cats experience the same pathology associated with women with interstitial cystitis.
Just like me, these cats have a disrupted glycosaminoglycan (GAG) layer
in the bladder. Urine is basically toxic waste. The GAG layer protects and
lines the bladder. The urine can have poisonous dissolved solutes, bacterial colonization and potassium, which is incredibly irritating, When the
GAG barrier or lining of the bladder is disrupted, pain-conducting fibers
in the bladder wall are activated. In addition, a damaged and irritated
bladder results in inflammation, which causes additional injury to the
bladder wall, which can make the cat feel sick. A FIC cat may stop drinking, resulting in even more concentrated urine causing the problems to
intensify. Sounds like a miserable way to live, right?
It can be important to provide pain management for cats with acute
flare-ups of FIC. Buprenorphine is one good choice, but can be expensive
and cause sedation. Another option is gabapentin, which has broad application for management of neurogenic pain – pain produced by the nervous system - (which we have learned can play a big role in FIC). Even
more important and what these cats need more than anything is what Dr.
Fischer calls “MEMO” (Multi-modal Environmental Modification), along
with more water, and dietary changes.
Multi-modal environmental modification, or MEMO, involves inventorying the cat’s environment and identifying potential stressors. Most of us
cat lovers do pretty well with meeting our cat’s basic needs of, safety, love
and belonging, but fall short of providing them with full environmental
enrichment. It’s a key component of managing FIC in cats. Dr. Fischer says
we literally need to crawl around the house and think like a cat while we
try to identify what represents a feline stress or threat.
After identifying the stressors, you can then modify the environment to
make that cat’s nervous system less “hair-triggered”. Ohio State has a
good online reference available as part of the Indoor Pet Initiative that can
walk you through this process. Visit indoorpet.osu.edu, which I have mentioned in previous articles.
Another stressor for cats with FIC can be a history of not being able to
engage in typical hunting behavior. Cats have a need to hunt. Problem
solving is a significant part of a full and satisfying cat life. Hunting isn’t
easy. It takes time, dexterity, physical exertion, cognitive skill and acute
sensory concentration. The second part of realizing a cat’s full potential is
learning. A great deal of learning occurs in hunting. One false move and
prey is lost. Mice can disappear in and out of vegetation, rabbits can scoot
down holes and birds can fly away if approached too quickly. Each type of
prey presents a unique set of problems. Hunting is wonderfully pleasurable for cats. The reward center of the brain releases endorphins.
It is also important to have protected access to resources (food, water
and resting areas). Instead something bothers our cats when they try to
access those resources, be it a human, dog, cat, washing machine, buzzing
dryer, etc. Another biggie is being bullied by another cat when trying to
use the litter box. There is a golden rule of one litter box for every cat plus
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one. Dr.
Fischer
also feels
one of the
main triggers that
causes
certain
cats to
flare up
with FIC
is moving.
Nothing
disrupts
there
need for
everything to
stay the
same as
moving
from one
house to
another!
Cats are creatures of habit.
Nutrition is another important component of managing FIC. Urinary
therapeutic diets, especially those with an ingredient to reduce anxiety,
have been shown to reduce the incidence of FIC. Canned food diets help
by Increasing water intake to speed resolution of signs during an episode,
and can help prevent future recurrences, Dr. Fischer says.
So, what about those of you who say, “but I gave my cat antibiotics and
the problem went away”? Dr. Fischer says FIC is a self-limiting condition.
Whether your cat takes antibiotics or you give the latest fad of coconut oil,
the problem will go away. That’s not to say it won’t come back. You struggle with “why does my cat have another bladder infection”? The right
question may be “why is my cat stressed”? To put it another way, cats that
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suffer from FIC aren’t predisposed to urinary tract infections (UTIs), Dr.
Fischer says cats that may be more likely to actually develop a urinary
tract infection are very young kittens, cats older than 10 with a chronic disease condition, immunocompromised cats (for example a FIV positive cat),
cats that have been previously catheterized, or cats produce a large
amount of urine such as a diabetic. A 5-year-old female cat with blood in
her urine that vocalizes when she’s urinating is highly unlikely to have a
UTI, and doesn’t need antibiotics. She may just need to hunt and have an
undisturbed litterbox experience.
Our cats can’t tell us they’re peeing blood because they’re stressed from
being bullied by the other cat, or bored to death. Let’s also not forget those
cats that are so fat they can’t groom properly, or so arthritic it hurts to
move. If we simply throw antibiotics at FIC cats without addressing the
underlying stressors that are causing their sickness, we are harming, not
helping! If you think about it, why would we want to stuff tablets or liquid down their throat a couple of times a day? These FIC cats are already
stressed out!
Cat’s Meow Veterinary tries to use the natural supplements or remedies
well before pharmaceutical intervention to help FIC cats manage stress.
One example is Zylkene. It is a relatively new product for use in cats for
behavioral management. These capsules, which can be put in their food,
contain alpha-casozepine - a milk protein. The “science” behind this natural supplement relates to the “warm and fuzzy feeling” that a kitten has
when nursing the mother cat. Zylkene can be used for many stressful situations such as thunderstorms (or hurricanes in our area), a new baby, moving, traveling to the vet, fireworks, ETC. It does not cause sedation and
can be used short-term or long-term depending on your cat’s needs.
Another option is a litterbox powder containing essential oils that are safe
for cats. The powder helps draw them back to using their box, as they
enjoy the calming effects of the oils. You can also diffuse lavender in the
home or place a drop on their favorite spot to take a cat nap.
Be sure to call Cat’s Meow Veterinary Hospital and ask for me, “Cat
Lady Kim”, for many more suggestions on solving your cat’s stress-related
issues. And don’t for Dr. Fischer’s - MEMO! Multi-modal environmental
modification.
Cat’s Meow Veterinary urges you to take advantage of a
lifetime of protection for your pet.
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May is National Asthma and Allergy
Awareness Month
By Mark Schecker, M.D.
Coastal Carolina Allergy and Asthma Associ ates
The month of May is National Asthma and
Allergy Awareness Month. Asthma now affects
almost 25 million Americans and the prevalence of
Asthma continues to rise worldwide although the
exact reason for this remains unclear. Asthma is one
of the most common chronic conditions in children
and a top cause of school and work absences for
children and adults. It leads to significant numbers
of hospitalizations, pharmacy costs and even deaths. With proper care
and attention much of this is completely avoidable.
Asthma is a disease characterized by chronic inflammation of the
bronchial tubes of the lungs through which air moves in and out. These
airways become swollen and the muscles in their walls tighten when
exposed to certain triggers resulting in typical symptoms such as wheezing coughing, chest tightness and shortness of breath.
Having a family history of allergies or asthma makes it more likely
that an individual will develop this condition. Most individuals with
asthma have allergies and this is especially true for children.

Let's do this

together!
YOU CAN DO IT!
• Lose Weight and Keep it Off
(proven results for 15 years)
• Gain Energy
(regain youthful energy)
• Reduce Health Care Costs
(lower chance of diabetes, high
blood pressure and heart disease)

WE OFFER
• Support and Guidance
(you’re never in this alone)
• Affordable Programs
(something for all budgets)
• Physician’s Speciality Care
(weight loss is all we do)

Metabolic
Medical Center
Look Great. Feel Great.
www.mmcdiet.com

4017 Hwy. 17 Bypass • Murrells Inlet, Myrtle Beach 843.357.2851

Characteristic allergenic triggers of asthma include dust mites, mold, pet
dander and pollens. Non-allergenic asthma triggers are cigarette smoke,
weather changes, cold air and pollution.
When asthma is suspected it is a good idea to see an allergist who specializes in the diagnosis of allergy and asthma. An allergist can diagnose
asthma by taking a thorough medical history in conjunction with testing
that can identify underlying triggers that will help you avoid them.
Breathing tests can also be performed to help to evaluate lung function
and determine the level of asthma severity. Asthma in children should be
suspected if coughing is constant or made worse by viral infections, cold
air or interrupts sleep. In addition, a younger child may complain of
chest pain or become easily fatigued, avoid sports or social activities or
just quit playing. Infants may have problems feeding.
Treatment for asthma
must be individualized
since asthma may differ
in terms of severity,
triggers and prognosis.
Although there is no
cure for asthma, with
effective treatment and
management asthma
can be controlled. This
involves the development of a personalized
asthma control plan
with the allergist’s
assistance. These written instructions guide each child or adult to make
specific changes including avoidance of triggers, the proper use of the
best and safest medications; when to call their doctor; or even when to
go to the hospital. This powerful tool takes all the guesswork out of how
an individual can manage their disease – empowering them to be in
charge of their own condition. Asthmatics that follow an Asthma Control
Plan, in general, tend to have better control overall resulting in less frequent and less severe exacerbations. It is also important to know that
those with asthma are at risk of developing complications from respiratory infections like influenza and pneumonia, making it imperative that
they are vaccinated on a regular basis.
With successful treatment all children and adults with asthma should
lead normal productive lives with few if any limitations.
Dr. Schecker, a Board Certified Allergist, is the founder of Coastal
Carolina Allergy & Asthma Associates. He is a Certified Take Shape For
Life Health Coach, a COPE Certified Health Coach, the co-founder of the
Myrtle Beach Marathon and the founder of Camp Airwaves (a camp for
children with asthma). Dr. Schecker has been recognized as the “Allergist
of the Year” by the
Myrtle Beach Herald (2005-2016).
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Heart Attack
Warning
Signs
Some heart attacks are sudden and intense —
the “movie heart attack,” where no one doubts
what’s happening. But most heart attacks start
slowly, with mild pain or discomfort. Often
people affected aren’t sure what’s wrong and
wait too long before getting help. Here are
signs that can mean a heart attack is happening:
• Chest discomfort. Most heart attacks
involve discomfort in the center of the chest
that lasts more than a few minutes, or that goes
away and comes back. It can feel like uncomfortable pressure, squeezing, fullness or pain.
• Discomfort in other areas of the upper
body. Symptoms can include pain or discom-

fort in one or both arms, the back, neck, jaw or
stomach.
• Shortness of breath with or without chest
discomfort.
• Other signs may include breaking out in a
cold sweat, nausea or lightheadedness
As with men, women’s most common heart
attack symptom is chest pain or discomfort. But
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women are somewhat more likely than men to experience some of the other common symptoms, particularly shortness of breath, nausea/vomiting, and
back or jaw pain.
Learn the signs, but remember this: Even if
you’re not sure it’s a heart attack, have it
checked out (tell a doctor about your symptoms). Minutes matter! Fast action can save
lives — maybe your own. Don’t wait more
than five minutes to call 9-1-1.
Calling 9-1-1 is almost always the fastest
way to get lifesaving treatment. Emergency
medical services (EMS) staff can begin treatment when they arrive — up to an hour sooner than if someone gets to the hospital by car.
EMS staff are also trained to revive someone
whose heart has stopped. Patients with chest
pain who arrive by ambulance usually receive
faster treatment at the hospital, too. It is best to
call EMS for rapid transport to the emergency
room.
If you can’t access the emergency medical
services (EMS), have someone drive you to the
hospital right away. If you’re the one having
symptoms, don’t drive yourself, unless you
have absolutely no other option.
For more information, contact the American
Heart Association at americanheart.org.
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Make Kitchen Time Easier
Throughout 2018, you can create easy, healthy and delicious family meals
by using time-saving recipes.
For example, these “Cook Once, Eat Twice” recipes from CanolaInfo start
with pork chops that double as the base for lunch or dinner the following day.
“The more you cook your own meals, the more you can control portion
sizes and ingredients,” said Manuel Villacorta, registered dietitian. “Knowing
the right oil to use is essential. I like using canola oil to keep the flavors of
your dishes intact due to its neutral taste and light texture. Plus, it contains
high levels of monounsaturated fat and plant-based omega 3 fat, and is low in
saturated fat. I use it regularly in my home kitchen and recommend it to my
clients.”
For more time-saving recipes, visit canolainfo.org.

Pork Loin Chops with Sweet Balsamic Mushrooms

Servings: 8
8
boneless center-cut pork loin chops (4 ounces each), trimmed of fat
1/2
teaspoon ground black pepper
2
tablespoons canola oil, divided
12
ounces sliced portobello mushrooms
2
garlic cloves, minced
1/2
teaspoon salt, divided
2
tablespoons balsamic vinegar
2
tablespoons water
2
teaspoons Worcestershire sauce
1
teaspoon sugar
2
tablespoons chopped green onions
Sprinkle both sides of pork with pepper.
In large skillet over medium-high heat, heat 1 tablespoon canola oil. Cook
pork chops 4 minutes on each side, or until internal temperature reaches 160 F.
Reserve four pork chops in refrigerator to make Pressed Pepperoncini-Pork
Sandwiches.
In skillet over medium-high heat, heat remaining canola oil; tilt skillet to

coat bottom lightly. Cook mushrooms 4-5 minutes, or until tender and juices
begin to release, stirring occasionally. Stir in garlic and 1/4 teaspoon salt; cook
15 seconds, stirring constantly. Place over pork chops; cover to keep warm.
To pan residue, add vinegar, water, Worcestershire sauce, sugar and remaining salt. Bring to boil over medium-high heat and boil 1 1/2-2 minutes, or
until reduced to 2 tablespoons, scraping bottom and sides of skillet. Drizzle
sauce over pork and mushrooms. Sprinkle with onions

Pressed Pepperoncini-Pork Sandwiches
Servings: 4

12
ounces crusty French bread, unsliced
4
leftover pork chops from Pork Loin Chops with Sweet Balsamic
Mushrooms recipe
2/3
cup pepperoncini slices
1
plum tomato, chopped
1/4
cup finely chopped red onion
2
garlic cloves, minced
1 1/2 tablespoons canola oil
1 1/2 tablespoons cider vinegar
1 1/2 teaspoons dried oregano
1/4
teaspoon dried pepper flakes
3
slices ultra-thin sliced Swiss cheese, cut in half
Hollow out top and bottom halves of bread, leaving 1/2-inch thick shell.
Place pork on bottom half of bread. In bowl, combine pepperoncini, tomato,
onion, garlic, canola oil, vinegar, oregano and pepper flakes. Spoon pepperoncini mixture and any accumulated juices on top of pork and top with
cheese.
Cover with top half of loaf. Press down firmly to flatten sandwich and
allow flavors and juices to absorb. Cut filled loaf crosswise into four equal
pieces.
(Family Features
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South Carolina Elder Resource Guide
Compiled by the South Carolina Centers for Equal Justice &
South Carolina Appleseed Legal Justice Center

Horry County Council on Aging, Inc.
Administrative Office
2213 North Main Street
Post Office Box 1693
Conway, South Carolina 29526
(843) 248-5523
1-800-922-6283
Fax :(843) 248-6361
E-mail : hccoa@sccoast.net
http://www.hccoa.org

If You Don’t Snooze You Won’t Lose
By Star Sade
According to a 2004 study, people who
sleep less than six hours a day were almost
30 percent more likely to become obese than
those who slept seven to nine hours.
Recent research has focused on the link
between sleep and the peptides that regulate appetite. “Ghrelin stimulates hunger
and leptin signals satiety to the brain and
suppresses appetite,” says Siebern.
“Shortened sleep time is associated with
decreases in leptin and elevations in ghrelin.”
Not only does sleep loss appear to stimulate appetite. It also stimulates
cravings for high-fat, high-carbohydrate foods. Ongoing studies are considering whether adequate sleep should be a standard part of weight loss
programs.
Studies have shown that when people don’t get enough sleep they:
• Consume about 300 calories a day more than when they are well-rested. Overall, most of the extra calories came from high-fat foods.
• Snack more and do less physical activity.
• Eat more than what is needed to cover the energy cost of staying
awake longer, especially at night, which can lead to significant weight
gain.
Research has showed that when study participants didn’t get enough
sleep for five days, they consumed more carbohydrates and gained nearly
2 pounds in that time. “When people are sleepy, they make poor food
choices and are more likely to eat more than they need,” says Kenneth
Wright, director of sleep and chronobiology laboratory at the University of
Colorado in Boulder.
Professor Ken Wright, of Colorado Boulder University, said: ‘I don’t
think extra sleep by itself is going to lead to weight loss. ‘If we can incorporate healthy sleep into weight-loss and weight-maintenance programs
our findings suggest it may assist people to obtain a healthier weight.’
Do you feel like you have been in a battle to lose weight and get in
shape? It may or may not have something to with your sleep patterns….
However, there are other components to weight loss, like what to eat,
when to eat, exercise, supplements. If you have been searching for a way
to lose weight and make a change in your life, Metabolic Medical Center
can help you do just that.
Call us Right Now .. Don’t wait any longer Today is Your Day!!
843-357-2851

Local Agency on Aging:
Waccamaw Area Agency :
Williamsburg & Georgetown, SC 29440
Phone-(843) 546-4231
Fax-(843) 520-0642
Email-duncanpk@sccoast.net
Regional Ombudsman
(843) 745-1706 or toll free 1-800-864-6446
Georgetown County Council on Aging
Georgetown Senior Center
2104 Lincoln St. Georgetown, SC 29440
Phone-(843) 546-8539
Fax-(843) 546-2613 Email-gccoa@gte.net
Willamsburg
Vital Aging of Williamsburg County
P.O. Box 450 Kingstree, SC 29556
Phone-(843) 354-5496
Fax-(843) 354-3107
Healthcare National Groups Alzheimer’s
Association Information on treatment and causes
919 N. Michigan Ave. Suite 1000
Chicago, IL 60611
1-800-272-3900 www.alz.org

James F. Byrnes Center Center specializing in
geriatric care and for Geriatric Medicine
research. ACS Silvercard Hotline Silvercard is a
program that offers seniors prescription drug
insurance benefits e-mail: silvercard.com@acsinc.com if they are over 65, have no other prescription drug insurance, and meet income eligibility requirements. Hotline provides program
benefits and eligibility information.
2100 Bull Street P.O. Box 119
Columbia, S.C. 29202
(803) 898-1807, (877) 239-5277
S.C. Dept. of Health and Inspect hospitals and
nursing homes;
Environmental Control respond to citizen complaints about Bureau of Certification long term
care facilities. 2600 Bull St. Columbia, SC
29201 (803) 545-4300
S.C. Health Care Association Trade of 176
Laurelhurst Ave. Columbia, SC 29210 S.C.’s
association that represents 90% long term care
facilities and nursing homes. Provide information
to consumers about health care services and
quality care.
(803) 772-7511 Horry
1511-A 9th Ave. Conway, SC 29526
(843) 248-1500
Conway Annex 1804 Main St Conway, SC 29526
(843) 248-1500
Lorris Office 3811 Walnut St Loris, SC 29569
(843) 756-4027
Long term care resources: Area Office
9-Conway Georgetown, Horry Community Long
Term Care Marion, Williamsburg P.O. Box 2150
914 Norman St. Conway, SC 29526
(843) 248-7249

Helpful Internet Websites These sites provide
general information and are good starting points
for finding more specific information.
Medicare Rights Center: www.medicarerights.org
General information and educational materials
about Medicare choices, coverage, and rights
Medicare: www.medicare.gov - general Medicare
information - Medicare publications; cost and
quality information about HMOs; cost information about Medigap plans
National Aging Information Center:
Alzheimer’s Association
www.aoa.dhhs.gov - information on Medicare
Provides information and support r Alzheimer’s and Social Security – publications
patients and families.
Consumer Health and Human Services
Columbia, SC, 29202
Information: www.healthfinder.gov - information
1-800-636-3346
about resources for particular health concerns –
general information about health insurance
Department of Health & Human Services
National Committee to Preserve Social Security
1801 Main Street, Columbia, SC 29202
and Medicare: www.ncpssm.org –
DHHS and DSS work together to administer
Medicare education and advocacy organization
South Carolina Medicaid Program Medicaid. As BenefitsCheckUp: www.benefitscheckup.org a result, some of the Medicaid offices are coLocates programs for people (ages 55 and over)
located at DSS and DHHS. The best thing to
to pay for costs of prescription drugs, health
do is call 1-888-549-0820 and ask them where
care, utilities, and other essential items or servyou should apply for Medicaid. If you call this
ices.
number, they can also send you an application in Senior Resource: www.seniorresource.com the mail.
Provides housing options and information on
A person applying as a Supplemental Security
retirement, finances, insurance and care.
Income recipient should apply at their local
Social Security administration office.
The Medicare Rights Center
1460 Broadway, 17th Floor
New York, NY 10036
Phone: (212) 869-3850 or 1-800-MEDICAR
www.medicarerights.org National Medicare
Hotline Answers individual questions with
respect to 1-800-Medicare eligibility and coverage. TTY for hearing and speech impaired 1800-820-1202 State Groups.
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You Can Be One Reason
Mom Feels Loved
From the big milestones to the everyday
moments, chances are, you knew Mom would be
there for you. So on her special day, you want to
find exactly the right way to let her know how
much she continues to inspire and encourage
you.
A Beautiful Breakfast
To help, you can now start Mother’s Day morning with a wonderful gift from Wolferman’s specialty foods brand. The Mother’s Day Tote is

filled with their famous English muffins, decadent pastries and Earl Grey tea, along with
clover honey sticks to complete the luxurious
breakfast gift. Afterward, the tote can be reused
and act as a brilliant reminder of your thoughtfulness. For additional information, visit
www.Wolfermans.com.
Clever Cookies
You can also sweeten her day with decadent
gifts from Cheryl’s. The gourmet cookie brand’s

Long Stemmed Cookie Flowers is a delicious
bouquet of 12 long- stemmed, buttercream-frosted cutout cookies and hand-decorated crunchy
sugar cookies. Delivered in a real florist box, this
unique and memorable gift can really show you
care. Available at www.Cheryls.com.
A Blooming Good Idea
The Mom’s Tea Party arrangement from 1800-Flowers.com serves up plenty as a two-inone gift with a lovely selection of pastel roses,
carnations and white daisies, beautifully hand
designed inside a reusable floral teapot. For
more details, visit www.1800flowers.com.
For this Mother’s Day, send her a breakfast to
remember, something to satisfy her sweet tooth
and a truly original arrangement that she’ll
treasure. That can help her know she’s loved,
not just on Mother’s Day but every day.
Learn More
For more gift ideas to celebrate Mom this
Mother’s Day, visit www.1800Flowers.com and
www.Wolfermans.com. (NAPS)
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The Value of Using Irrevocable Trust
in Medicaid Planning (part 2)
By Margaret A. Wadsworth, Esq.
So, why complicate things with a trust? Why
not just keep the planning as simple and inexpensive as possible? There are many valuable
benefits to using irrevocable trusts in Medicaid
planning.
Asset Protection from Future Creditors of
Beneficiaries
A central benefit of giving gifts through a
trust is to protect the assets from the creditors
and predators of the beneficiaries.
Preservation of Section 121 Exclusion of
Capital Gain on Sale of Principal Residence
I n a trust you can exclude $250,000 from capital gains tax if you owned and lived in it at
least two of the past five years before the time it
was sold (or one of the past five years if the
homeowner had to move to a nursing home).
Preservation of Step-Up of Basis
When an appreciated asset is included in a
decedent’s taxable estate for federal estate tax
purposes, it receives step-up (or down) of basis
to the date of death value. For highly appreciated assets, such as your home or
stocks that he or she owned for a long time, obtaining step-up of basis can be a
huge benefit for minimizing or eliminating capital gains tax when the recipient
later sells the assets.
Ability to Decide Who Will Receive Trust Income
You can choose to receive income from assets that you put into trust, which you
would not be able to do if you made an outright gift. However, the impact of
receiving such income on Medicaid eligibility must be evaluated. You can also

The Wadsworth Law Firm LLC
(843) 798-1761
PROTECTING YOUR HARD-EARNED
MONEY FROM NURSING HOME COSTS
You’ve worked hard all your life. Planning in advance can help you
save your family home and life savings from nursing home costs.
In a crisis, many tell you to ‘spenddown’ but there are options to
protect your money even when nursing care is needed quickly.

Margaret A. Wadsworth, Esq.
Licensed in SC and MA, Attorney since 1994
Irrevocable Asset Protection Trusts,
Medicaid Planning, Aid and Attendance
Planning, Wills, Powers of Attorney,
Living Wills, Deeds, Revocable Trusts,
Special Needs Trusts
3691 Palmetto Pointe Blvd, Ste.101 • Myrtle Beach, SC 29588

843.798.1761
www.mwadsworthlaw.com

choose who
Ability to Make Trust Assets Noncountable for Beneficiaries’ Medicaid or SSI
It is a sad fact that an outright gift or bequest from you to a disabled family
member can result in the person becoming ineligible for means-based governmental benefits that he or she was eligible for before the gift or bequest, or soon would
have become eligible for. In such situations, unless irrevocable trust planning is
then done to establish a “self-settled special needs trust,” the assets typically get
spent on the family member’s care and once they are gone, the family member
reapplies for government benefits. This is generally considered poor planning.
Better planning is for the gift to be made in an irrevocable special needs trust
for benefit of the disabled beneficiary, so the gift or bequest will be managed to
enhance the living conditions of the disabled beneficiary by paying for things that
the governmental benefits do not pay for.
Ability to Specify Terms and Incentives for Beneficiaries’ Use of Trust Assets
Many parents or grandparents desire to infuse their planning for their children
or grandchildren with positive aspirations. Such goals may be as simple as that
the gifts may only be used for their education, to finance a career change or buy a
home. Or the goals may be more serious, for example, establishing that the
intended recipient will only become eligible to receive the gift or bequest if he or
she participates in a drug or alcohol rehabilitation program or gives up some
other behavior that you want to create an incentive for the person to abandon.
Such planning goals of a client almost always indicate an irrevocable trust with
beneficiary incentive provisions as the vehicle to implement the plan. This is completely compatible with Medicaid asset protection planning for seniors at the
same time.
Ability to Decide Which Beneficiaries Will Inherit Upon Your Death
The retained Limited Power of Appointment referred to above (sometimes
called a Special Power of Appointment) preserves for you the power to decide
who within a designated class of recipients will receive the benefits of the trust,
how much they will receive, and in what way they will receive it. You can give
your assets to your children, grandchildren or charities.
Ability to Determine Successor Beneficiaries
A major concern in Medicaid asset protection planning and estate planning in
general is who will be the successor beneficiaries of anything a client leaves to
someone. If the gift passes outright, the recipient has control over who will
receive anything that they don’t use up. If you want to make sure that only blood
descendants, or descendants and their spouses, and/or certain charities will
receive what is not spent by the initial recipient, an irrevocable trust is a key
instrument to create such a plan.
Analysis of Need to File a Federal Gift Tax Return for Year of Funding
A goal of many planners in design of irrevocable trusts is to make the initial
trust-funding gift(s) “incomplete” for tax purposes. The purpose is generally to
prevent you from having to file a federal gift tax return for the year(s) of the funding transaction(s), assuming that the taxpayer makes no other “taxable gifts” in
any such year.
There is a split of authority with the Internal Revenue Service concerning when
transfers to an irrevocable trust are considered “complete,” thus requiring the filing of an income tax return. Normally there will not be any gift tax due (the current laws allow an individual to give away $5 million in assets during her lifetime
without paying any tax on the gift) but it is important to follow the rules that do
require filing a gift tax return, even if no tax is due. I am happy to assist with this
analysis.
Conclusion
The use of irrevocable trusts in Medicaid planning, as in other fields of estate
planning, provides many opportunities to create great benefits beyond simply
transferring assets. Some or most of these benefits may be achieved through the
use of an irrevocable trust. If care is taken to include the desired provisions, an
irrevocable trust can greatly enhance the value of your Medicaid planning beyond
what can be accomplished through outright gifting.
I enjoy assisting seniors and their loved ones with considering whether an
irrevocable trust may be appropriate for them. Please contact my office to schedule a time to discuss these issues further.
Margaret A. Wadsworth
The Wadsworth Law Firm, LLC
3691 Palmetto Pointe Boulevard, Suite 101
Myrtle Beach, SC 29588
House calls up and down the Grand Strand
843.798.1761
www.mwadsworthlaw.com
Content provided by ElderCounsel, Excellence in Elder Law and Special Needs
You can read articles by Margaret Wadsworth on Veterans Benefits at
http://www.nolo.com/legal-encyclopedia/veterans-disability-benefits
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Solution on page 24

Across
1. Used a remote option
6. Dinosaur's start
9. Provide fresh troops
14. Come to terms
15. Flat's lack
16. Goodnight girl
17. Book a conspicuous carrier?
20. Soup server
21. Orchid necklace
22. Writer Bagnold
23. Actress Hagen
25. Pay stub category
27. Susan of
''The Partridge Family''
28. Change a communist regime?
34. Means of access
35. Before, before
36. Antithesis of surfeit
39. Nobelist Sadat
41. Switch setting
43. 4-Down's father
44. Took the pad
46. Important time in history
48. Division word
49. Protect junior's toy?
52. War film, ''A Bridge Too ---''
54. Bring action
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55. Former name of Tokyo
56. Large atlas section
58. Upper limit
60. Ecole attendee
64. Attempt to confuse bulls?
68. --- incognita
69. A long, long time
70. George who was Mary
71. Beginning
72. Degree that's for filling?
73. No rocket scientist
Down
1. Country singer Davis
2. Exclamations of disgust
3. Word with bear or booby
4. First name in architecture
5. The long way around?
6. Something to bend on a human
7. Classic TV's ''That ---''
8. Holey sites
9. Tailor's concern
10. Perry's creator
11. Moving on a circular course
12. Sharpshooter Oakley
13. Worthy of help
18. --- nous
19. Practices middle
management?

24. Dynamic leader
26. London gallery
28. Hebrew month
29. Famous Ranger
30. They spread the word,
for a time
31. Muse of poetry
32. Yield
33. Actress Shire
37. Presidential power
38. North Carolina college
40. Guns the engine
42. Emancipated
45. Low card
47. Inserted
50. Brought up
51. Ate voraciously
52. Ipso --53. Pale
57. Farm measure
59. Goad
61. Nice lady?
62. Word in a Carly Simon title
63. Ids' companions
65. Krazy --66. Printer's measure
67. Fr. holy woman
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Free To Attend

“Asking for In
-Kind Donatio
ns of Beauty &
Items to be giv
Hygiene
en to local wo
men’s shelters
”

“The Ultimate Girl’s
Day Out”
Saturday, November 17, 2018
Myrtle Beach Sports Center
2115 Farlow Street
In Myrtle Beach
9:00 am - 3:00 pm

A Dozen Stations

Festival of Foods Fundraiser supporting the
CAN Champion Autism Network
Dozens of local Restaurants, Caterers & Bakeries
will provide Food samples

100+ Vendors Tons of Shopping Door Prizes
A Dozen Exciting Seminars, Goodie Bags, FUN& FOOD

Including: Spirit Medium,
Psychic, Tarot Reader,
Angel Tarot Reader,
Spiritual Insight and Life
Guidance Reader.

Hosted By South Carolina Woman Magazine
www.SouthCarolinaWomenExpo.com

843-369-1556

Register Online... it’s Free!

TERRI@SCWOMANMAGAZINE.COM

www.whoscoming.com/ScWomenEXPO

